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Kickstarter mobile airbag

You may remember this iPhone case from the Facebook and Twitter videos that your roommate, uncle and your long-lost school friend reposted around June 29. The Active Damping Case promises to save your phone from the destructive force of gravity with four insect-like legs that come into play whenever your device runs the risk of
hitting the asphalt. It is a creation of Aalen University engineering student Philip Frenzel and economics graduate Peter Mayer. Both German inventors spent two years perfecting the design in order to show the world a prototype demonstration of their insectoside phone protector. Now, after the dust settled Mayer tells the Inverse how the
device really works and what it will take to bring this so-called mobile airbag to market. How do you know when it's falling? The most interesting thing about the device is the way it knows when the phone is actually in free fall and when it is simply moving while feeling acceleration. Our case can detect when your phone is in a free-to-fall
state so it knows when to put its legs into action to provide 360-degree protection, he explains. This acceleration sensor also works to ensure that the box is not open in your pocket or while you are talking on the phone. These small devices, also known as accelerometers, can feel the standard acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s^2) on an
object. Whenever these devices begin to fall, this reading quickly changes to zero because the objects fall toward the Earth at the same speed. So whenever a zero measurement appears, the case kicks in. Bringing the Mobile Airbag to marketThe concept has already garnered some praise, for example, winning the top prize of the
German Society of Mechatronics. That said, it may take a while for someone to be able to get their hands on this insectide case. Currently, the duo is awaiting patent approval by the German Patent and Trademark Office. Meanwhile, Mayer revealed that ADCase will announce the launch of its crowdfunding campaign in the next five to six
weeks, probably on Kickstarter, which will include only one iPhone version of the case. The goal there will be to raise 500,000 euros ($587,609) to try to start shipping orders before Christmas. If and when initial shipments are received, the plan is to sell the case for about 50 euros (US$ 58.76). As it stands, there are no plans to expand to
other smartphones, but this is primarily a means for ADCase to streamline production without breaking the bank. We need to put some templates into the crowdfunding campaign and the big advantage with Apple is that all of their phones have similar dimensions, Mayer explains. This allows us to place nine models with three distinct
designs without costing too much to design and build. The team is planning to offer cases to the 6 and on as soon as the crowdfunding campaign is in progress. Mayer says the ADCase will have wireless charging capabilities and will work like a battery battery providing 20 to 30% load when needed. For now, keep a tight grip on your
iPhones. There will be no robotic spider leg to break its fall until December at best. This gadget hasn't hit the shelves yet, but it's already getting great reviews. Philip Frenzel, a student at Aalen University in Germany, designed ADCASE, a genius phone case that deploys an airbag as soon as you release your device. The invention has
already earned Frenzel the top prize from the German Society of Mechatronics, which considered student projects from all over the country. Three years ago, Philip dropped his new iPhone, said Peter, a spokesman for ADCASE, to Bored Panda. The screen broke a thousand times. After that, he bought a bunch of conventional phone
boxes to protect his new phone. But protection doesn't satisfy you at all. At first, Frenzel created an activation mechanism with sensors that detect when the phone is in free fall. But what does it activate? He initially thought about designing a real airbag on the phone, this and a foam-based alternative, however these designs were not
practical. Eventually, instead of something soft, Frenzel settled on something firm. Springs.In total, Philip and his team took about two and a half years to create the device. They plan to make it compatible with the latest iPhones, starting with the iPhone 6. To fund the project, they are preparing a Kickstarter campaign that is expected to
begin in July. More information: ad-case.de | FacebookHere is what most of our phones end up looking like after we release them This engineering student, however, created a device that will help you forget broken screensThey 3d-printed their partsAfter carefully planning every little detailWhen a phone is discarded, the device acts as an
airbag, allowing it to safely reach the groundHere is how it looks once deployedThe box connects to the back of the phone without compromising its aestheticThe full picture to see how it worksThe situation had to say about the Bored Panda device works best if you switch to our Android app Smartphone cases, in all its various forms, are
made to do one thing: protect our supercomputers increasingly expensive in case we lose control while we distractedly jab at them with one finger while also walking and drinking coffee. There are many who do a good job at this, but a German engineering student was evidently dissatisfied with the level of protection afforded by what is
currently on the market. So naturally, he created ADcase, a silly and wonderful contraption that detects when his phone is falling and ejects elastic spider legs to cushion his impact. Philip Frenzel of the University of Aalen, a small school about two hours northwest of Munich, designed the it has its own battery and sensors to detect when
the phone you are on is going to land at an unsafe speed. AD in ADcase means active damping. After the spring legs of the case have been implanted, you have to them out and fold them back to the back of the case by hand. ADcase isn't available for purchase, but according to the case's website, it's going to Kickstarter in the near
future —and judging by how simple it is, I don't think it's going to have a problem meeting its funding goal. ADcase's legs make phones look like little spider robots. Unfortunately, it seems that there are currently no plans to support any Android phones — the project site only lists iPhone models, from the iPhone X to the 6 and 6 Plus. But
we might see some devices that matter to us as stretching goals in the Kickstarter campaign. We contacted Frenzel for more information on possible Android variants. German design student Philip Frenzel designed an iPhone box opening to prevent your device from breaking when you drop it. ADcase — AD means active damping —
hides four spring-loaded legs that only come out when the phone case is in free fall. They curve out in any direction from the four corners of the device, creating a 30mm buffer between the phone and the floor. Equivalent to the airbag for frenzel phone, a master's student in mechatronics at the University of Aalen in Germany said he
wanted to do the equivalent of an airbag for the mobile phone. His case is just a prototype of this phase, but he plans to fund his development through an upcoming Kickstarter campaign run by his new company, Frenzel + Mayer Solutions. Our vision with ADcase is a smartphone case that combines maximum protection with sleek
design, said Frenzel + Mayer Solutions. A case so clever that it even makes a difference, whether it's in your hand, in your pocket or in free fall. ADcase designed to be reused Although the case briefly take on an alien and octopedal appearance when in active protection mode, it was designed to be slim and discreet during regular phone
use. It adds 0.6mm to the edge of the phone and 4.6mm on a card-sized protrusion on the back. The case is made to fit the iPhone 6 or later models. In addition to heavy protection, the ADcase website says the product will also provide extra battery life and wireless charging capability. Frequent users can be assured that, unlike car
airbags, the ADcase is designed to be reused. Sensor detects when the phone is fallingIn an interview for the German publication Preview Online, Frenzel said that he had experimented with real airbags and foam in previous iterations of the design, to no avail. The final form was inspired by his mechatronic studies. He built the sensor in
the box, which detects when the object is in freefall. The German Society of Mechatronics awarded Frenzel a student award for the work. Another brand that reimagines telephone accessories is Nolii, Benjamin Hubert and businessman Asad Hamir. Your case has a clip section to attach add-ons that suit the user, such as a battery or card
holder. Holder. Holder.
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